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Abstract 
Let r, n be integers, -n  < r < n. An n x n matrix A is called r-indecomposable if it 
contains no k x I zero submatrix with k + ! = n - r + 1. If A is primitive, then there is a 
smallest positive integer, h~.(A), such that A'" is r-indecomposable for all m >1 hi'.(A). The 
integer h,: (A) is called the strict exponent of r-indecomposability of the primitive matrix 
A. It refines the well-kno~n exponent, exp(A) = h,; j(,4). 
Bruaidi and Liu (Czechoslovak Math. J. 4C 115 (1990)659-670; Proc. Amer. Math. 
Soc. 112 (4) (1991) 1193-1201) conjectured that h;j(A)<,[n"/4j and h~(.4) 
~< L(n + 1)"/4]. We show that h~.(A) <~ max{I, s (n -  s + r -  1) + 1} where s is the 
smallest positive integer such that trace(A') > 0. This improves the conjectured bounds 
for h~ and hi. © 1999 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
1. Introduction 
Let A be an n × n matrix with nonnegative real entries. Since the properties 
examined here depend only on the location of the positive entries of the powers 
of A (not on their magnitude), it may be assumed that A is a {0, 1 }-matrix and 
that matrix multiplication is Boolean (1 +1 - 1). Then ,4 is the adjacency matrix 
of the digraph G=(V,E)  with vertex set V={l ,2 , . . . ,n}  and arc set 
E = {(u, v) E V x V:a,,,~ = 1}. The results in this paper will be presented in 
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terms of digraphs. We first i~ltroduce some terminology and mention some 
connections between matrices and digraphs. For more details, see Ref. [3]. 
Because A is assumed to be a {0, l}-matrix, loops are permitted in G, but 
multiple arcs are not allowed. A (u, t,)-walk in G is a sequence of vertices 
u = Uo, U~,... ,u,, = v and a sequence of arcs (u~_l, u,), 1 ~< i ~ rn where vertices 
and arcs may be repeated. A closed walk is a (u, v)-walk with u - v. A path is a 
walk with distinct vertices. A cycle is a closed (u, v)-walk with distinct vertices 
except for u = ~;. The length of a walk W is tile number of arcs in W. An m-cycle 
is a cycle of length m. The digraph G is strongly connected if there is a (u, v)- 
walk in G for all ordered pairs (u, v) of distinct vertices in G. Equivalently, G is 
strongly connected if A is irreducible [3, p. 55]. The girth of G is the length of a 
shortest cycle in G. Equivalently, the girth of G is the smallest positive integer s
such that trace(A ~) > 0. 
"The notation u2~v indicates that there is a (u, v)-walk of length m in G. Fcr 
I l l  
X, Y C_ V, xmy means x-+y for some x E X and some 3' ~- Y- For a subset 
X C_ V, let Rm(X) = {t~ E V I X~t '},  the set of vertices of G which can be reached 
from X by a walk of length m. Note that if A is the adjacency matrix of G, then 
u~v if and only if (A'),,,. ~ O. Consequently, the Boolean power A" is the ad- 
jacency matrix of the digraph G m where (u, l,) E E(G") if and only if umr in G. 
A Boolean matrix A is primitive if there is a positive integer m such that 
A" = J, the all-ones matrix. A digraph G is primitive if its adjacency matrix is 
primitive; equivalently, if there exists some positive integer m such that u-2,t , for 
every pair u, ~' of vertices of G. The minimum such m is called the exponent of G 
(or, of A) and is denoted by exp(G) (or, exp(A)). If G is not primitive, exp(G) 
is said to be intinite. 
Let r be an integer, -n  < r < n. A Boolean n x n matrix A is r-indecom- 
posable if it contains no k x I zero submatrix with 1<~ k, I <~ n and k + l = 
n - r + 1. In particular, A is ( I - n)-indecomposable if and only if A ~ O, while 
.4 is (n - l)-indecomposable if and only if A = J. A l-indecomposable matrix is 
also said to be fully indecomposable. The term rank of A is the minimum 
re,tuber of lines needed to cover the l's of A. I f -n  < r~ 0, then A is r-inde- 
composable if and only if the term rank of A is at least n + r. Thus, by K6nig's 
theorem [3, p. 6], a matrix is r-indecomposable for -n  < r<~ 0 if and only if it 
dominates a permutation matrix of order n + r. A 0-indecomposable matrix 
(one that dominates a permutation matrix of order n) is called a Hall matrix. 
A digraph G with vertex set { 1,2 . . . . .  n} is said to be r-indecomposable if its 
n x n adjacency matrix A is r-indecomposable. Note that A is r-indecompos- 
able if and only if, for each k such that I <~ k ~< min{n.n - r}, every k x n 
submatrix of A has at least k + r columns with nonzero entries. Thus, a digraph 
G is r-indecomposable if each subset X c_ V with 1 ~< IXI = k <~ min{n, n - r} 
has at least k + r neighbors in G. Taking the minimum of the empty set to be 
infinite, define the exponent of r-indecomposability h~(G) (or h,.(A)) to be the 
smallest positive integer h for which G" (or A' )  is r-indecomposable, and define 
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the strict exponent of r-indecomposability h*~(G) (or h*~(A)) to be the smallest 
positive integer h for which G m (or A") is r-indecomposable for all m >I h. In 
Ref. [1], Brualdi and Liu use h, ,'~" for h0, h6 and call them Hall exponents. In 
Ref. [2] they use f , f *  for h~,h~ and call them fully indecornposable exponents. 
In this paper, the strict exponents h~ are mainly examined and r may be any 
integer in the range -n  < r< n. Note that 1 <<.h*~(G)<~h*~+l(G)<~h*,_l(G ) 
= exp (G) for -n  < r < n -  1. Thus, the strict exponents of r-indecompos- 
ability refine the exponent, exp (G). 
If G is primitive then exp(G) is finite and so h',.(G) is finite for all r, 
l *  -n  < r < n. Also, if ,~ (G) is finite for some r f> 1 then G must be primitive. 
However, i f -n  < r <~ 0, then classifying the digraphs G for which h,*.(G) is finite 
is more complicated. The following result was suggested by the case r = 0 
treated by Brualdi and Liu in Ref. [1. Theorem 2]. For terminology, please see 
Ref. [3, pp. 69-75]. 
Theorem 1. Let G be a strongly connected igraph with n vertices and let 
-n  < r <~ O. Let p be the index of imprimitivity of G and let nl, n2, . . . ,  np be the 
si:es of the o, clically transferring sets of imprimitivity of G. Then h*r(G ) is [inite if 
and only (f 
P 
,'~< - n + min ~ min{n,,ni.~}. 
0 ~ a<p i:= I 
Proof. The subscripts here are selected from the residues { I, 2 . . . .  ,p} (mod p). 
We may assume [3, p.71] that the adjacency matrix A of G is a block circulant 
matrix with ni x n,+l blocks Aci+l,i = 1 . . . . .  p on the first diagonal (above the 
main diagonal) and zero blocks elsewhere. If m -= a (mod p), 0 <~ a < p, then A" 
is a block circulant matrix with blocks M,.;+,,, i = 1, . . . .  p on the ath diagonal 
and zero blocks elsewhere. Thus. t(A"') = ~P:i r(Mi.i+,,), where r denotes term 
rank. For all q sufficiently large, A qp is a direct sum of ni x n, J matrices [3, 
p. 73]. Also, since G is strongly connected, each block A,..;+! has no zero row or 
column. Thus, for all m sufficiently large with m = a (mod p), each Mc~+,, is an 
n ix  ni+a J matrix and so r(A')  = ~,P=i min{ni, ni+,}. Because an n x n matrix 
is r-indecomposable for -n  < r <~ 0 if and only if its term rank is at least n + r, 
it follows that A" is r-indecomposable for all m sufficiently large if and only if 
n + r<~ ~,P=l min{ni, ni~} for all 0<~a < p. Thus hT.(G) is finite if and only if 
~P  rain{hi, } E1 r ~< - n + rain0 .< ,,<p 2_.,;=. I ni+a • 
Corollary I [I, Theorem 2]. Let G be a strongly comwcted igraph. Then ht](G) is 
finite if and only if aw sets of imprimitivity of G all have the same si-e. 
Proof. Because -n  + EP__I rnin {ni, ,,i+,, } = Zf=l min {n,+,, - ni, 0 }, the corol- 
lary follows from Theorem 1. I-1 
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The subsequent theorems in this paper will be stated only for primitive di- 
graphs. Brualdi and Liu [1,2] conjectured that for ali n × n primitive matrices 
A, h~(A) <~ Ln2/4j and h~(A) <~ [(n + 1)2/4j. They proved the conjectures in the 
case that the digraph G has cycles of exactly two different lengths. Lemma 3 
and Theorem 2 imply that if G is a primitive digraph of order n and girth s, 
then h*~(G) <~ max{l,s(n - s  + r -  1) + 1}. This confirms and strengthens the 
two conjectures (Corollary 2 and Remark). For r >i - n + s + 2 and s >f 2, 
Theorem 3 states that h~. (G) = s(n - s + r - 1 ) + 1 only if r ~< - n + 2s + 1 and 
that there is a unique graph giving equality. Finally, for r~> -n  + 2s + 2, 
lheorem 4 gives a stronger bound on h~ that may be regarded as a refinement 
ofthe Dulmage-Mendelsohn bound exp (G) = h~,_l(G ) <~ s(n - 2) + n [3, p. 81]. 
2. Reachable sets 
The next two lemmas provide helpful estimates on the sizes of reachable sets. 
Lemma 1. Let G be a digraph on n vertices. Suppose C is the vertex set of an s- 
tTcle in G and Z is a nonempty subset of 1I. Then the following h+equalities hold. 
(a) IR,(Z)I >i IR,(Z)n CI >I Ig;(z)n CI >1 IZ n CI fi, r i~> j i> 0. 
(b) I f  G is strongly connected and Z c_ RI(Z), then IR,(Z)I I> min{n, Ill + i} 
fori>~O. 
(c) I f  G is primitit~e and Z C C, then IR, , (Z) I  >i min{n, Ill + j} for j >i O. 
(d) !l'G is pr#nitil,e, then IR~i(/) N CI ) min{s, s + j  + I / I  - , z} / 'o r  .i >I O. " ] 
(e) If  G t:~' primitit,e. Z~C,  atut I <~ a <~ n, then IR,(Z)I/> a for i >I ! + s(a - I). 
(t) I f  G is primitit,e, then R,(Z) D C whenet,er i >1 s(n - IZl) .  
Proof. (a) Clearly, [R,(Z)[ ~ IRi(Z) n C[. If n is the permutation of C that maps 
each vertex in C to its successor on C, then n~(u)~ R i (Z)NC whenever 
u ~ ZNC.  Thus IRi(Z) nc I  >/ IZoCI  for all i 1> 0 and all Z C_ V (even if 
Z=0) .  Thus, IR,-j(Y) AC I~IYNC I for all YC_Is. Let Y=Ri (Z  )AC.  
Then Ri(Z) = Ri_.i(Rj(Z)) 3_ R,_j(Y), so IRi(Z) N CI >1 IRi_/(Y)ncI >i ]Y NCI 
= IRj(Z) n C!. 
(b) If Z C_ RI(Z), then R,(Z) c_ Ri+l(Z) for all i t> 0. The inclusion must be 
strict if R~(Z) #/ I ;  otherwise, R,,,(Z) = R~(Z) ~ It" for all m i> i, and G would 
not be strongly connected. Thus (b) holds. 
lc) Note that R,~i(Z) in G equals Ri[Z ) in G". Cull~quently, (c) follows from 
(b) because G ,~ is strongly connected since G is primitive, and Z c_ Ri (Z) in G ~ 
since Z c C. 
(d) Suppose the inequality fails. Then IR,~(Z) n CI < min{s,s + j + IZl - n} 
for some j t> 0. Tilus Y = C \ R.~j(Z) # 0. Since G is primitive, G ~ is strongly 
connected. Thus, there is a walk from Z to Y in G + of length at most 
l = max{0, n - I / I -  I YI + 1}. Because ach veriex in Y has a loop in G "~, the 
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walk may be chosen to have length exactly 1 in G". Thus Z-~ Y in G. Now 
[Y[=[C[- [R~j(Z)  NC[>s- (s+j+[Z[ -n )=n- [Z[ - j  so j /> max{0,n 
- [Z [ -  [Y + 1} = I. Thus, Z~ Y in G and so Rsj(Z)N Y ¢ 0, a contradiction. 
i 
(e) Since Z--.C and C is the vertex set of a cycle, RI+,,,(Z)N C ~ 0 for 
all m/>0.  Using (c) with Z' =Rt+,,,(Z) NC, it follows for all m/>0 
that [Ri+,,+¢j(Z)[ = [R,7(RI+m(Z))[ >~ [Rsj(Z')[ f> min{n, 1 + j} /> a whenever 
j /> max{0,a  !}.'vt- ~. l,,u R,(Z) >1 a whenever i t> 1 + max{0,s (a -  1)}. 
(f) Let j = n - [Z[ in (d). Applying (a) gives [Rm+sj(Z) n C[ >1 [Rsj(Z) N C[ 
I> min{s ,s+n- lZ l+ lZ[ -n}=s  for all m/>0.  Thus R~(Z)~_C if 
i >t sj = s(n -[Z[). V] 
Lemma 2. Suppose G is a prhnitive digraph with n vertices and girth s. Let 
-n  < r < n and let X c_ V where max{ 1 , - r+ ! ~, ~< !xl <~ min{n,n - r}. Then 
IR,(X)I >/IXl + r .'&-,~ either 
(a) i/> max{0,n - [3:'i - s + 1} + s(IX [ + r -  1) or 
(b) i >>. s(n - [X[) + max{0, IX[ + r -  s}. 
Proof. Let C be the vertex set of an s-cycle in G and let k = IX[. 
(a) If l is the length of a shortest X ~C path. then 0~<l 
~< max{0,n - s - k + 1 }. Note that k + r i> 1. By Lemma l(e), [R,(X)[ >/k + r 
whenever i /> l+s(k+r - I ) ,  and so, whenever i~> max{0,n -s -k+l}  
+s(k + r -  1). 
(b) By Lemma I(f), R,I,, kl(X) _D C. Lemma l (a)(b)  implies [R,.I,,_kI+,,(X)[ 
>>. [R,,( C)[ .>. min{n, m+s}t>k+r  for all m>1 max{0,k+r -s} .  Thus 
[R,(X)[ t> k + r for all i f> s(n - k) + max{0,k + r -  s}. D 
3. Upper bounds on the strict exponents 
Let G = (V,E) be a digraph on n = IV I vertices and let -n  < r < n. Reead 
that G is r-indecomposable if each subset X c_ V with 1 ~< IX[ ~< min{n,n - r} 
has at least IX[ + r neighbors in G: equivalently, if [R~(X)[ t> IX[ + r for all 
X c_ V with l~<[Xi~< min{n,n - r} .  Clearly, the inequality need only be 
checked for X c_ V with max{ I , - r+  1} <~ IX[ ~ min{n,n -  r}. Let m be a 
positive integer. Because the set R~(X) in G i is equal to the set Ri(X) in G, it 
follows that h*~(G) <~ m if and only if, for all i >1 m, [R~(X)I >1 X + r whenever 
max{ 1 , - r  + 1} ~< IX[ ~< min{n, n - r}. 
The following lemma allows us to assume that -n  + s + 2 <~ r< n when 
determining h,*.(G) for primitive G. 
Lemma 3. Let G be a digraph on n vertices and suppose that G contains a vertex 
disjoint union of  cycles with total length t. Then h* (G) . - |  whenever . .p  
-n<r<~ -n+t .  
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Proof. Suppose that C is the vertex set of the cycles. An inspection of the proof 
of Lemma l(a) shows that it also holds for such a set C. Thus, for all i >1 1, and 
each nonempty subset X c_ V, Igg(x)[ >t IX N C[ >t IXl + ICI - n = IS l  + t - n 
>/ IX l  + r whenever r <~ - n + t. Therefore, h~,(G) = 1 whenever -n  < r 
<~ - n + t. [3 
As a special case of Lemma 3, it follows that if G has a Hamilton cycle, then 
h'~(G) = 1 whenever -n  < r <~ 0. Also, if G is a primitive digraph with n >t 2 
vertices and girth s, then G must contain a cycle of length t > s [3, p. 69], so 
h r(G) = 1 whenever -n  < r <~ - n + s + 1. Consequently, throughout he pa- 
per, when G is primitive, h,*.(G) need only be examined for r in the interval 
-n  + s + 2 <~ r < n. 
Theorem 2 . / fG  is a prhni t ive digraph with n >~ 2 vertices and  girth s, then 
h~(G) <~ s(n - s + r - l ) + l whenever  - n + s + 2 <~ r < n. 
Proof. Throughout the proof, let X denote a nonempty subset of V and let 
k = IXI. Note that n-s+r -19  1. It is required to prove, for all 
i> Is (n -s+r - l )+ l ,  that IR i (X ) l>tk+r  whenever Xc_ V with 
max{ i , - : '+  1} ~<k<~ min{n,n - r} .  The proof  breaks up into a number of 
cases. In all but the last two cases (3.2 and 4) the stronger statement, 
[R,(X)I >t k + r for all i >i s(n - s + r - ! ), will be shown. This will be needed in 
the characterization of equality in Theorem 3. 
Let C be the vertex set of an s-cycle and let IX N CI = p. Then n - s f> k - p 
and, since G is primitive, s < n. It may be assumed that k -p  1> I - r .  For if 
k -p  < 1 - r, then by Lemma l(a), [R,(A')[ >1 IX f l C[ i> p >I k + r for all i >t 1 
and so for all i >I s(n - s + r -  i). . 
Case I ' n - s>k-p(>f  l - r )  and either p > 0 or s >/ 2. 
If p > 0, then by Lemma l(a), IR,,,(X) n CI t> IX n CI = p > 0 for all m >i 0. 
Because k+r -p>t  ! and Z=R, , , (X)  NC¢0,  Lemma l(c) implies 
IR,.¢,~-p},.,(X)l = IR,{~,~-p}(R,,,(X))I >>. IR,~,~,.-,~(Z)I >I min{n, IZl + k + r - p} 
>tk+r  for all re>t0.  But k-p<n-s  here, so s (k+r -p )  
<~ s(n -  s + r -  1). Thus IR;(X)I >i k + r for all i >t s(n - s + r -  I). 
If p = 0, then n - s > k. By Lemma 2(a), IR,(X)I >t k + r if 
i> ln -k -  s+ l+s(k+r - l ) .  But n-s -k+l+s(k+r - l )  =k(s - l )  
+n - s + 1 + s(r  - I) ~< s(n - s + r - I ) + 2 - s, where the last inequality holds 
since k<~n-s - I .  Thus, if s />2,  then [R , (X) ]>/k+r  for all 
i>~s(n -s+r -  1). 
Case 2: 2 <~ s <~ k + r -  2. 
By Lemma 2(b), IR,(,~')I >I k + r for all i f> s(n - k) + k + r -  s. But 
s (n -k )+k+r -s=sn-k (s - i ) - s+r<~sn- (s - r+2) (s -  l ) -2+r= 
s(n - s + r - 1). Thus IR;(X)i ~ k + r for ali i ~ s(n - s + r - i )  
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Case 3: n-s  - -k -p  ( >~ 1 - r ) , s  f> k +r -  1, and s I> 2. 
The first condition is equivalent to having V = X U C. Since G is primitive, it 
contains a cycle of length greater than s. 
Case 3.1" [C n C'I < 1 for the vertex set C' of some cycle of length t > s. 
If C' N C = 0, then X _D V \ C _3 C' and Ie,(X)l >1 IC'l - t t> s + I >f k + r 
for all i >~ 0. If C' n C = {u}, then Rs(X) 2 C because X 2 V \ C _~ C ' \  {u}. 
Using Lemma l(a), for i I> s this gives ]Ri(X)[ >/[R:(X) N CI 
+ le , (x )  n f ' l  - I f  n f ' l  >~ s + lX n C'l - S >~ s + t - 2. But s(n - s + r - l ) 
>I s, since it is always assumed that -n  + s + 2 ~< r. Also, in Case 3, t > s f> 2 
and s>/k+r - l ,  so s+t -21>s+l  />k+r .  Thus, in Case 3.1, 
Iei(x)l >i A- + r whenever i >t s(n - s + r - 1). 
Case 3.2: Every cycle of length greater than s intersects C at least twice. 
In this subcase, it will first be shown, for some a, b with 1 ~< a ~< s -  ! and 
a~b~n-s ,  that G must contain a subdigraph G(s ,a ,b )= (Vt,Ei), where 
Vl = {u , ' l<~i<~s+b} and E,= {(u~,u i . , ) : l<<. i<<.s+b- l}U{(u .~,u , ) ,  
(u~.b, ua)}. (See Fig. 1.) Among the closed walks in G with lengths not divisible 
by s, consider those of minimum length. From these, choose a closed walk W 
which intersects C most frequently (counting repetitions). Because s does not 
divide [W I and G has no cycles shorter than C, there must be a vertex of W not 
on C. It follows that there must be a path segment P of W, with IPI i> 2, that 
has its ends in C but is internally disjoint from C. Let P be denoted by 
U,. ---' u,.,i ---, u~ ~_, --, .-. ~ u,~ t, ~ u,, where b t> 1 and u,., u,, E C as in Fig. 1. 
Let Q be the (u,, u,,)-path in C. Replacing Q on C by P yields a cycle of length 
s+b-a+l .  Thus, b>la - I  since all cycles have length at least s. If 
b = a - I. the replacing P on W by Q yields a closed walk W' with ]W I = IW'l, 
but which inte, -.cts C more often than W. Since this contradicts the choice of 
W, it follows that b ~ a. 
It remains to show in Case 3.2 that IR,(X)] > lk+r  when 
i t> s(n - s + r -  1) + 1: equivalently, that IR,.~,,_,,._~I+,,,(X)I >>. k + r for each 
m/> 1. 
By Lemma l(a), IR,,(X) n CI ~> IX n CI = p when m i> 0. If 
IR,,,(X) n CI f> p + 1, then IR.~,,_,+,._~+,,,(X)I >>. IR ,~, , _ , . . _ , ) (R , , , (X)n  C)l t> 
min{n,p+l+n-s+r - l}=k+r  by Lemma l(c). On the other hand, 
suppose that IR.,(X) NCI =P  and m t> I. Then, by Lemma l(a), 
IR~(X) n CI = IX n CI for i ~< m. Noting that u,.,; E V~ \ C c_ X for 1 .<. i <~ b, and 
recalling that b t> a, it is straightforward to check from Fig. t that the stability 
of [R,(X) N C for i ~< m implies that X must contain the min{m,s} vertices on C 
that preceed u.. In particular, u /EX  where j=_a-m (roods). Since 
m s(n-s+r-21 s 
t 9 ~ u,, ~ u,, ~ u~+,,, we have u.,.+, E R,!,,_,~+,._II+,,,(X) \ C. Therefore, by 
Lemma l(a)(d), IR~t,,-,+,.-~+m(X)l >/IR,./,-,.~,.-,~+m(X)n CI + 1 >/IR,/,,_,+,._~I(X) 
NCI+I  ~> min{s ,s+n-s+r - l+k-n}+l=k+r .  
Case 4: s = 1. By Lemma 2(a), IR,(X)I >/k + r for all i >~ n - k + k + r -  1 
=s(n-s+r -  1)+ 1. 
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Fig. i. The subdigraph G(s, a, h} : (1~, Et). 
The four cases above imply that h,:(G) <~ s(n - s + r -  I ) + 1. 
It remains to characterize the graphs giving equality in Theorern 2. Classi.. 
lying the graphs for which equality holds when s = I is difficult even in the 
special case where r= n -  I (see Ref. [4]). We only examine the cases where 
s>12. Let W,,., = ( V, E) be the digraph with V={i : l<~i<~n} and E={( i , i  
+1):1 <<.i<~s - 1} 12 {(s, I)} tO {(s , i ) , ( i ,  l ) :s + 1 <~i<~n}. (See Fig. 2.) 
Theorem 3. Suppose G is a prhni t ive digraph with n >i 2 vertices and  girth s >1 2. 
Let  -n  + s + 2 <~ r < n. Then h,*.(G) = s(n - s + r - I ) + l i[" and only i f  
r <~ - n + 2s + 1 and G is isomorphic  to W,,.~. 
Proof. Suppose r<~ - n + 2s + 1 and G = ~,..,.. Let X = {s + l ,s + 2 . . . . .  n}. 
Then 1<~2s-n - r+2 and R~(,, -.,. ,  ....... t ) (X )={ i : l<~2s-n - r+2~i<~s},  so 
IR~(,, ~+, ...... t)(X) I = n -  s + r -  I = IA'I + r -  1. Therefore, h,*.(G) >I s(n - s + r 
- I )  . I, and equality holds by Theorem 2. 
Suppose h,:(G) = s(n - s + r -  I) + 1. Then there is a nonempty subset 
X c_ V, with IXI = k <~ min{n,n - r}, such that IR,.i,,-.~+r-!!(X)l ~ k + r -  1. 
Also, the conditions of Case 3.2 of Theorem 2 must hold. Thus, it may 
be assumed that s> ik+r -1  and k -p=n-s  where p=iXNCI  and 
C "- { l* l ,U2, . . .  ,Us} is the vertex set of the s-cycle in a subdigraph G(s ,a ,b )  = 
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(Vi,Ei) with b >~a >~1 (Fig. I). The inequalities imply the condition 
r~< - n + 2s + I in the statement of Theorem 3. Also, Lemma l(d} implies that 
IR.,~,, ,,. ,~ (X) NC 1> min{s .s+, -s+r -  I +k- ,}  .... / , '+r - l .  There- 
fore, R,.,:,, ., ..... I, (X) C C. 
Claim I a -= i For suppose 2 ~ a < s - !. Note that , , , ,  E .V Ibr ! ~~ i ,~:i t, since 
the condil ion , -  ,~ ......... /, - p is equivalent o X D I' \ C. Let r ........ u, ,,, 2. Then 
,~ '  ( I  )i 
v ~"  lu,,-,u.,, and rEX ,  so r~u,.~l and u.,.,i E R,./(X) I'or .i >1 I. Thus 
u.,.+l < R,.I,,~.,.~, ......II(X) \ (7' j: ¢1, a contradiction. 
Claim 2. h -  I. For suppose a = i and 2 4 b ~<, -  s. Let c -min{h ,s} .  Then 
2 <~ c ~< s. If X n { ul. It2, . . . .  I I  c } ¢ ~), then uj E X for some.j. 1 <~.1 <~ c <. ~.. Also. 
(i---! )s s' 
U/ ~ u j~u,+i and so u,.+i E R.,i(uj) \ C for all i ~> 1. Thus. R,~,, ,+, .... li(A') \ C 
-¢ t/). a contradiction. Suppose now that .VN {ul,u2 . . . .  , , ,}  -~ .  Then 
t 9 E C \X  for each j, l~<.j<~c. Let j '  be the largest integer such that 
uj, E C \ X and j '  - j (rood b). Then ui,,/, E X if.j' + h ~ s. If ./' + h > s, then 
uj,+i, E X since X _D V \  C. Following the (s +b) -cyc le  in G(s , l ,h)  gives 
uj,+l,~Uj, and so uj, E R,(X) \X= (R,(X)N (") \..V for each I <.j ~ c. Also. 
R,.(X) NC_DXNC.  Hence [R,(X) fqC l~>p+c.  Now, Lemma l(c) with 
Z=R, . (X)  NC gives IR.,~,,,.+, ...... ~I(X)It>IR,~,,,+,.,.I(R,(X)NC)I>>- min{n,n 
- s  + r - 2 + p + c} 1> k + .~', a contradiction. 
There can only be the one s-cycle it! G. For, no two s-cycles can have the 
same vertex set without decreasing the girth, while if u ~' C is a vertex on 
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another s-cycle, then II C R,~,,_,,,._~(X)\ C ¢-q), a contradiction. Thus, every 
subdigraph of G that is isomorphic to a G(s,a,b) (with no restrictions on a,b, 
'-- ,h,, same initially) must n~vc .. . s-cycle, and so must have b >~ a and, from the 
claims above, must be a G(s, 1, 1). 
The digraph G cannot contain a subdigraph G2 =(V_,,E_,) where 
V_,=l'qU{u,..2} and E, ,=EiU{(z6,  u~+,_),(u~+2, u~+l)} for some / with 
! ~< i ~< s -  1. For suppose it does. Then G contains the vertex set C' of an 
(s + 2)-cycle. Consequently, if p+ 2 > s, then by Lemma 1, 
R,(X)I>~ XNC'  >~ X l+[C ' [ -n=k+s+2-n=p+2>~s+l>~k+rfor  
all i >1 0. a contradiction. On the other hand, suppose p + 2 <~s. Because 
X_3 V \C_~ {u,.~.u,._,} and IX f~ Ci --: p, it can be seen on G2 that 
IR,(X) c3 C >t IRt,.,.(X) N C[ ~ p + 2. By Lemma l(c), R~,,,.~,,._~(X)I >>. 
R,~,,,.,. , , (R,(X)  c3 C)I ~ (n - s  + ., .-  2) + p + 2 = k + r, again a contradic- 
tion. 
Suppose G ¢- G(s, 1, 1) S.nce each vertex u c V \ I,] is on a cycle C' ¢: C 
which intersects C at least tv~ice, it follows from the remarks above that (u~, u) 
and (u. zzl) are in E(G). -,,,.,,.,,-,,,.,'vt"~""r""" ,,,,.,iv ..,;~ a spanning subdigraph of G up to 
isomorphism. Since adding an additional arc to W,., decreases the girth, or 
creates another s-cycle, or creates a subdigraph G(s,a. b) with h >t 2, it follows 
that G is isomorphic to ~1,7,,. 
Corollary 2. I f  G is a l,'inzitiz'e digraph witlz n >f 2 vertices, then 
L (, t r - - I ) : l  4 + i I t 'ht ' l l t ' l ' t ' t "  - tl , (  I" , (  It. 
Moreorer (I'G has girth s >t 2 am/ -n  + s + 2 <~ r < n. then equality hohb if and 
onh' il G is isomoq~hic to tt;,,, aml r = -n  + 2s or -n  + 2s + !. 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3 and Theorems 2 and 3. IS] 
Remark. By Corollary 2, h~(G)<~ L(n-  !)2/4j + I and hi(G) ~ Ln:/4j + 1. 
This contirms and strengthens the conjectures of Brualdi and Liu in Refs. [I]- 
[2], respectively. Corollary 2 also implies Wielandt's theorem [3, p. 82] which 
asserts that h~, I(G) : exp(G) ~ (n -  !)-" + ;. with equality if and only if G is 
isomorphic to ll;,,,, I. 
Theorem 3 states that the bound in Theorena 2 is sharp when s >/2 and 
r t> - n + s + 2 if and only if r~< - n + 2s + 1. The bound in the next theorem 
is stronger than that in Theorem 2 for s >/2 if and only if -n  + 2s + 2 <~ r < n. 
(The two bounds are equal when s = I.) It may be regarded as an extension of 
the Dulma,,e'= .... Mendelsohn bound exp(G) = h~, ~(G) <~s(n-- 2) + n to h,:(G). 
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Theorem 4. l.f G is a pr#nitire digraph with n >1 2 rertices aml girth s. then 
• . - _~<r  < n .  
Proof. It is easy to check that the difference between the bound here and that in 
Theorem 2 is (s - l)(s - /(n + r)/2J). It follows that the bound here is stronger 
than that in Theorem 2 if and only if s/> 2 and -n  + 2s + 2 ~< r. Thus, these 
two inequalities may be assumed to hold. 
Let XC_ V, where max{ l , - r+ l}~</ , -= X!<~ min{n.n - r} .  Since 
s -  r < n - s + 1, it follows that k satisfies at least one of the two inequalities: 
k~<n-s+l  or s - r<~k.  Let g l (x )=n-x+!  +s( r+x-2)  and g2(x)= 
s (n -x - l )+x+r .  If k~<n-s+l ,  then by Lemma 2(aL [&(X) />k+r  
for all i >~ g,(k). If s - r~< k, then by Lemma 2(b}, R~(.¥)[ /> k + r for all 
i >/g2(/,'). 
Because g l (x ) -g2(x )=(s -  l ) (Zv -n+r -  !) and s>12, we have 
gl(x) = g2(x) if and only i fx  = (n -  r+ 1)/2. But gl(x) is strictly increasing, 
g~_(x) is strictly decreasing, and s - r<(n- r+ l ) /2<n-s+l .  Conse- 
que-tly, if I denotes the set of integers in the interval [ s -  r .n -  s 4- I]. then 
i[~,(X)l ,>-k +r  whenever i>~ max/{min{gl.g_,}} =g l ( [ (n - r  + i)/2]) 
= g~(F( , , -  , '+  I)121) = s(F(,, + ,)121 - 2) + L(,, + , ' )12]  + I. []  
The following class of graphs shows that the bound in Tlaeorem 4 can be 
attained for all s such that 2<~s~ (n -1) /2  in the particular case where 
r=4s-n .  Note that, I'or these values, r=- ,  ~-4s>t - ,+2s+2 so the 
bound in Theorem 4 is attained in the range where it is stronger than the bound 
in Theorem 2. 
For n/> 2 and 2 ~< s <,., (n -- 1)/2, let G,,, = (t'.E) be the digraph with 
Ii '= {1,2 . . . . .  n} and E={( i+ I.i):1 ~ i~2s- l}u{( I . . v )}LO{( I . i ) . ( i .  2s): 
2s + 1 ~<i~<n}. {See Fig. 3) Let X = {i:2s + I ~<i<~o}. Then R,,(X) = {I}. 
Note that {I} c_ R,(I), so R,,(I) c_ R,u.j~(I ) for j  ~> 0. Also, R,(I) = {l.s + 2}, 
Rz,.{l) = {l,s-I--2.2}, R~,( I )= { I . s+ 2.2.s + 3}, and it is straightforward to 
check that IR,~.,.~ 2~(1)1 = 2s -  1. Here k = [,V[ = n -  2s. Thu.,,, Ie:,.,~2, _~(.V)] = 
IR,~.,.,_:~(I)[ = 2s - I = n . . . .  /," 1 4/,  + r I if ,"/> 4s n. Thus l'l, (G) > 2s + 
s (2s -  2) = 2s e if r i> 4s - n. When r= 4s - n. by Theorem 4. h,~(G,,,) ~< 
2s: + 1, so the bound is attained. 
The preceeding results in this paper concern strict exponents, h;(G). Brualdi 
and Liu tentatively conjecture that h~(G) < 2n - 4 for all primitive digraphs G 
with n ~> 5 vertices [2, p. 1197]. This is supported by preliminary work on 
primitive digraphs with exactly two cycle lengths. The lemma and corollary 
below are straight forward extensions of results of Brualdi and Liu on h~(G) [2, 
p. 1196]. Their conjecture suggests that a much better bound is possible in 
Lemma 4. 
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Lemma 4. L t G he a primitive dLeraph on n vertices. Suppose that G has a cych" 
of  h'ngth s aml that t ~,1" the vertices o.[" G are on s-cycles. Then 
it,.(G) ~ max{.,,'.s(,- t+  r)} whem'rer -n < r < n. 
CoroUary 3. /I' a primitive digrap/t G o1" orch'r , has a Hamilton cycle, then 
tt,.(G) <~ ~mx{ I. rn} whenerer -n  < r < n. 
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